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Thanks a lot. Your software keeps me out of
trouble this year. Keep doing your good work
and tell them team you're an A++ company.

- Martin Cauvier
  Drummondville, Canada

EdbMails EDB to PST converter is just an
outstanding tool and software has a user-
friendly features that helps me to recover my
damage Exchange EDB emails. Thanks to the
creator of this application

– René Corten
   Bruehl, Germany

Shifttocloud Inc.
Rehoboth Beach, DE
United States.
Mail: support@edbmails.com
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BOSSGTS would like to thank EdbMails for their
amazing software - through this software, we
were able to recover multiple damaged EDB
database files, and successfully migrate data to a
new, live exchange server. We personally
recommend this solution to ANYONE stuck with
mail downtime, and going forward, will not use
any other software, other than EdbMails suite

- Darren - South Africa
  https://bossgts.com

Introduction

With cloud services like Office 365 and Exchange taking center stage in the digital age,
migration, recovery and backups are becoming increasingly important. Companies and
Organization migrate for a variety of reasons such as mergers, acquisitions, for legal
compliances and so forth. Without proper assistance and guidance, migration can be a
difficult task. This can be a stressful experience if it is not carried out with care and
forethought. Important data may be overwritten or, in the worst-case scenario,
permanently lost.

Backups are essential for bracing for unforeseen circumstances and events. With
advances in digital technology, the threats that the industry must deal with can
become prohibitively expensive. Email accounts can be hacked and private messages
read. Other threats and problems include ransomware, data corruption, virus
infection, and so on. A secure, reliable, and cost-effective migration and backup
solution are required in such cases.

This whitepaper discusses EdbMails, a secure and reliable solution for all your
migration, backup, and recovery requirements.

I have used the EdbMails to recover and migrate
my Exchange EDB file to Office 365.

Nice software... I will indicate to my friends.

- Paulo Matos
  Santo Andre, Brazil

EdbMails Advanced Recovery and
Migration Software can help your
company recover Exchange mailbox
data and migrate to Microsoft 365 and
Exchange.
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– Kenedy Fitzgerald

Overview

EdbMails is an industry-leading, secure, trusted, and internationally recognized
recovery, migration, and backup software delivering award-winning solutions to more
than 150+ countries. It supports various offline recoveries such as Exchange recovery,
Outlook recovery, OST file recovery, MBOX an NSF file recovery and online backup and 
migrations for Exchange, Office 365, SharePoint, OneDrive, and IMAP.

EdbMails allows you to securely migrate all of your data from a Live Exchange server
or Office 365 to another account, resulting in significant cost and time savings. It can
also perform offline recovery of an Exchange database file (EDB).

I must say the EdbMails software is very good, 
I used it with the last Public folder migration on
a large amount of folders and it did a fantastic
job!

Thanks again!

 The new Interface is just Amazing! All in one
makes my day. All I can say is it's an amazing
renovation of your site

– Dan
NewYork, United States

Who can benefit from the migration tool?

The application is intended to assist Exchange, Office 365 administrators, or users
in their migration efforts and those looking for an upgrade or to relocate their
Office 365 tenants to a different server. EdbMails supports all Office 365 plans,
hosted Exchange Server, Windows small business server, and Exchange server
versions. It enables both global administrators and specific users to migrate the
mailboxes.

Without the use of an intermediary tool, the software migrates the source
Exchange / Office 365 mailboxes to the target Office 365 / Exchange server. You
only need to connect the source and destination servers; the tool will handle the
rest. It migrates the specified mailboxes/folders / items in a single hop to the
destination. EdbMails uses modern authentication to connect to your Office 365,
which is based on ADAL (Active Directory Authentication Library) and OAuth 2.0, is
known to be a secure authentication method to access your Microsoft Office 365
account.

How does the application work and what does it migrate?

EdbMails is an Award-Winning
Exchange and Office 365 Migration and
Backup Solution to manage and
transfer your mailbox data.
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- Daniel Butterworth

To ensure high-performance migration, EdbMails is designed with multi-threading 
for migration operations. It has no restrictions on the domain, mailbox size, or
item size. Furthermore, EdbMails is designed to manage Exchange Server throttling 
automatically with a wait and resume mechanism, ensuring a successful migration.

EdbMails Office 365 / Exchange migration software assists you in migrating your 
organization's Mailboxes, Public Folder, Shared mailboxes, and Archive mailboxes 
to Office 365 or Exchange. It automatically sets the required  rights on both the 
source and target servers, performs mailbox mapping, and mailbox creation on the 
target Office 365 servers along with incremental migration thereby improving the 
migration efficiency.

Having used EdbMails EDB to PST on numerous
occasions I have always had success with
recovering the data I needed. The software is
easy to use, the interface is clean and intuitive.
The support is excellent and I wouldn't have any
problem recommending this software.

United Kingdom

EdbMails can completely repair and recover your Exchange mailboxes from a
corrupted or a dead Exchange server offline EDB file without the use of Exchange
server services or Active Directory. Its simple interface allows you to complete your
recovery easily with a few clicks.

Offline Exchange Recovery

– Ignatii

It is in fact a great product. You've saved
myself countless sleepless nights of manually
exporting individuals mailboxes of 10GB+ to
PST and then importing back again to O365

Portugal

Innovative, cutting-edge Exchange
Recovery, Migration, and Backup
Solution that enables you to perform
the migration in a few clicks.
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- Anthony Bonomini

Apart from exporting your mailboxes to PST, It can also migrate your mailboxes
from an EDB file to your new Exchange server or Office 365 without the need for
Outlook installation. It is designed to handle migration and export operations
automatically, saving you time and effort in resuming email communication within
your organization.

I must say, your responsiveness and
effectiveness is VERY IMPRESSIVE. My
expectations were well exceeded by your
brilliant EdbMails Exchange Server recovery
service.

Australia

Using EdbMails, migrating to/from Exchange Online or a hosted version of
Microsoft's Exchange Server is relatively simple. Exchange Migrations can be
completed without disrupting your Exchange server's services. EdbMails Exchange
migration tool can handle both personal and enterprise-level migrations. It also
supports direct mailbox migrations from Exchange 2003 to 2013, Exchange 2007 to
2016, Exchange 2010 to Exchange 2019, Exchange 2016 to Exchange 2019 from any
old Exchange version to any new Exchange version including cross-forest and cross-
domain migrations. Using EdbMails you can easily migrate your Exchange server to
Office 365.

Live Exchange Migrations
If you're on a tight budget but still want to meet
your business needs, EdbMails is the tool for
you. It is a unified application that allows you to
easily perform Exchange recovery and
migration to Office 365 from a single interface.
We saved a lot of time by not having to install
multiple applications and learn the procedures.
Simple and stress-free.

– Katie Monash
Australia

We have professional experience in
recovery and migration solutions and
provide the highest level of customer
satisfaction.
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- Stefan Suba

You can migrate mailboxes from one Office 365 tenant to another using EdbMails
Office 365 Migration. It can migrate entire mailboxes or specific folders to an Office
365 server in the same or a different domain. This migration is extermely beneficial
in mergers and acquisitions. Office 365 migration automatically assigns
impersonation rights to both the source and destination servers and can also map
the mailboxes. In addition, it supports migrating public folders, archives and
shared mailboxes from one tenant to another or from Office 365 account to live
Exchange server.

I've used EdbMails for Exchange Server
Recovery, which worked very well for exporting
directly from .edb Exchange databases to
standalone .pst files. Great for recovery. The
team behind this project is very friendly and
ready to walk the extra miles to fix any issue
you have with installation or extraction.They
helped me to retrieve a pst file from a backup
EDB without using anyexchange server.I was
extremely pleased how they handled any small
problem and they did not rest until the job was
done.I am recommending to everybody to use
EDBs services , they are great !

Mississauga Canada

Office 365 Migrations

I have used EDB to PST and EDB to O365 with
the converter tool, and I like the way it works!

- Daniel Friedhoff
USA

We provide industry-leading
technology for Exchange Recovery
and Migration at both the personal
and enterprise levels.
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– Renato

EdbMails Exchange and Office 365 email and mailbox backup is an AES 256-bit
encrypted incremental backup. With a comprehensive local backup of all your
Office 365 data, you will have complete control over your cloud data. EdbMails
allows you to run brick-level, true incremental backups without having to worry
about deleted emails, retention policy changes, or departed user licenses. It also
ensures no downtime during backup jobs and protects your backups with a military
grade AES 256-bit encryption.

Lamentably, only couple of days back, I had lost
all my association mails alongside considerable
rundown of contacts and Recently I have used
EdbMails EDB to PST Converter Software and it
really worked like a pearl.

Switzerland

Exchange and Office 365 Backup

Incremental and no duplicate migration and backup.

Offline recovery and export for an Exchange database (EDB file).

Automatic setting of impersonation rights for Office 365 migration.

Automatic mailbox mapping.

Public folders, Archive, and Shared mailbox migration.

Automatic handling of Office 365 throttling.

Scalable and High-performance Office 365 migration.

Selective migration of mail items on the application of Include / Exclude filters.

Safe and secure migration and backup solution.

Support for all languages & Unicode characters during migration.

Support for legacy Exchange, On-premises, Hosted and Live Exchange migration.

Supports secure OAuth 2.0 based modern authentication.

Features of EdbMails

– Helga Atladóttir

EdbMails is by far the easiest software I've
come across for any recovery and migration
functionality. I could easily migrate large
mailboxes, and the application requires no
technical skills for people like me. This is one of
the most significant benefits if you're looking
for a software that can complete the task in the
shortest amount of time.

New Zealand

EdbMails outperforms the competition
and enables the use of a single
product for all of your Exchange server
and Office 365 needs.
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– Svlosk

EdbMails is a highly secure application that uses secure Microsoft APIs for
migration and performs the migration as per the flow guided by Microsoft. Your
credentials and data are NOT stored on our servers and safeguarded by OAuth 2.0
and TLS encryption during the authentication. In addition, the meta-data used for
Incremental migration is saved on your computer and is encrypted using AES 256-
bit military-grade encryption. The meta-data is completely restricted to your local
computer where you are performing the migration. Furthermore, EdbMails is ISO
27001:2013 certified and GDPR compliant which ensures that the complete
migration process is secure and that your data will never be used or saved on
EdbMails servers during the migration process.

Votre logiciel fait ma journée"...
Merci beaucoup.

France

Security and Compliances

Why EdbMails is the best choice?

– Rock Asselin

Your support is very hot. Good going.
Thank you.

Canada

EdbMails is a simple and secure solution for recovery, migration, and backup
requirements. It is an award-winning feature-rich tool that is designed to handle
critical migration and recovery projects. It is unique with the features such as
incremental (no-duplicate) migration, OAuth 2.0 modern authentication, automatic
mailbox mapping, throttling management, the ability to migrate large mailboxes
with data integrity, and so on. Furthermore, it offers all the business-critical
features with low-cost pricing plans and discounts up to 75% and 24/7 free
technical support. A free on-demand live product demonstration is available to
know the working of the EdbMails in real-time and more information about the
software.

Summary
Given the advancements in cloud-based solutions, data migration and backup are
becoming increasingly important. EdbMails is your one-stop shop for Exchange and
Office 365 recovery, migration, and backup needs. It is a secure, trustworthy, and
cost-effective tool that includes features like incremental (no duplicate) migration,
backup, Offline recovery, and automatic mailbox mapping, among others. It is ISO
27001:2013 certified and an excellent choice for both personal and commercial
users.
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EdbMails adheres to the highest
security standards for your
Exchange and Microsoft 365
migration and backup.
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